Abstract. With the development of space technology, topographic study of celestial bodies becomes increasingly important. In order to better carry out geomorphologic analysis and landing site selection of celestial bodies, the terrain classification becomes particularly critical. This paper provides an improved algorithm and proved its better in identifying the lunar mare area and the highland area of the CCD images with four features used in k-means clustering. We chose two typical areas: 'H010' and 'SI' areas of lunar terrain to research. And the result of the improved algorithm is analyzed from two different block size with different number of testing points. And also the whole recognition rate and Cohen's kappa coefficient are both better than the result of previous algorithm in using DEM or CCD data. Especially in the 'H010' area, the average whole recognition rate is 91.4325%, and the average Cohen's kappa coefficient is 0.813.
INTRODUCTION
The moon is Earth's nearest celestial body, has long attracted world attention [1] .17 th century, Galileo's first telescope to the Moon, opened a prelude to human lunar exploration [2] . In the 1960s to 1970s, the former Soviet Union and the United States have used data and images from spacecraft and ground-based telescopes which called Luna, Apollo and Lunar Orbiter to compile and publish a series of lunar atlas that covering the front and back of the moon, and it has become an important reference works of lunar science [3~5] . Lunar surface topography characteristics were produced by endogenic and external agency, and it directly reflects the ups and downs of the lunar surface and spatial distribution characteristics [6] . Geomorphic surface morphology is the most intuitive form of expression. Since geomorphology from the sprout, geomorphologists used the height and steepness to describe the qualitative attribute information of landscape entity, and used relative position to describe the spatial location information of landscape entity [7, 8] .
In this paper, we use the CCD data of Chang'E-1 downloaded from The Science and Application Center for Moon and Deep space Exploration. And we improved the algorithm which based on Jiang's method [10] , we choose the suitable block size and set four features to distinguish and recognize the lunar mare and highland, and we compared two results from different block size. The result has been compared with the geological data published by USGS which has shown that the improved algorithm does well in blocking image for terrain classification.
THE IMPROVED RECOGNITION ALGORITHM
This section has been divided into three parts: the flowchart of the improved algorithm, details about four features and the clustering.
The flowchart of the improved algorithm
In order to show the whole processing of the improved algorithm, the flowchart has been shown in the 
Features
According to the characteristics of lunar terrain CCD image, we summarize some significant features. And in this part, four features of CCD data used for clustering in this paper will be discussed. They are the Average Gray-scale, the Standard Deviation of gray-scale, the Coarseness and the Contrast. Especially, the Standard Deviation of gray-scale and the Coarseness are the first time to be used in the CCD data for lunar terrain recognition.
The Average Gray-scale
In the lunar terrain CCD image, what is the most obvious difference between mare and highland? It's undoubted that the mare is much darker than the highland. Because of the main components of lunar mare are basalts, and the highland are Light-colored plagioclases [9] , the reflectivity of these two main components is different. So, we inevitably choose the Average Gray-scale to describe this difference. Formula to calculate the Average Gray-scale has been shown below:
where G(i, j) is the gray-level of each pixel. The m is the length of image and n is the width of image.
The Standard Deviation
We always seen some new formula use the Standard Deviation, like Light reflection property [10] and Slope [11, 19] , but the Standard Deviation of gray-scale is the most effective way in lunar terrain recognition. Standard deviation is a measure of the degree of dispersion of a set of data's average value. When we get a large standard deviation, this means that there is a large difference between most value and its average, so the degree of dispersion is high. And a small standard deviation means that there is a small difference between most value and its average, so the degree of dispersion is low. As we all know, the same average does not mean the same standard deviation. Therefore, we can use standard deviation to distinguish two different terrain areas which have the same average gray-scale. For example, due to the large undulation of highland, it always has large gray-scale difference in an area, and maybe the average gray-scale in this area is the same as the area of mare. So, the standard deviation solves this problem. Formula to calculate the Standard Deviation has been shown below:
Coarseness
Coarseness is a value, reflecting the granularity of the texture, which is the most basic texture feature. When the only difference between two texture patterns is primitives, the one with larger size of primitive model gives more rough feeling. The calculation method is as follows [12] :
Step 1: Calculate the average gray-scale of 2 2 pixels in active window. In formula: 0,1,2,3,4,5; , is gray-value which located in pixel , .
Step 2: For each point, take differences between pairs of averages corresponding to pairs of non-overlapping neighborhoods just on opposite sides of the point in both horizontal and vertical orientations.
, is the differences in the horizontal case, , is the differences in the vertical case. According to each pixel points， we can pick the best size which gives the highest output value. In the other words, we use , the max value of to configure the best size , 2 (7) max , , , … ,
Step 3: Finally, can be calculated using the average value of of the image, m and n is the width and height of the picture ∑ ∑ ,
Contrast
Contrast refers brightness level difference between the brightest white in bright area and the dark est black in dark area in an image. The larger the range of pixel difference, the larger the contrast an d vice versa. Its size is decided by following factors: gray dynamic range, the polarization degree of the histogram in black and white, the sharpness of the edge and the cycle of the repetitive patterns. Generally, contrast usually refers to the first two factors. There are many different methods for calculating the value of contrast due to different goals in their own files, like Weber contrast [20] . But in this paper, we use the contrast which from Tamura [12] . The calculation as shown in formula:
It can be easily seen that the variance or standard deviation about the mean of the gray-levels probability distribution is more preferable as contrast. As is well known, represents the peak value of image gray value, defined by = / (11) and is the fourth moment about the mean, the = F SD .
CLUSTERING
Those four features: Average gray-scale, Standard deviation, Coarseness and Contrast are clustered by k-means method.
Clustering Distance
The weighted Euclidean distance model is considered as one of the most popular multidimensional scaling methods [13] .The formula of the Euclidean distance model is [14] :
where i , j =( 1 , 2 , 3 … p) are two object data in p dimension. Then a weight W is added for each variable according to the importance. The formula of the weighted Euclidean distance model is:
K-means clustering
K-means method is used as the clustering rule in this paper. Given a set of observations (x 1 , x 2 , …, x n ), where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, k-means clustering aims to partition the n observations into k (≤ n) sets S = {S 1 , S 2 , …, S k } so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) (sum of distance functions of each point in the cluster to the K center). In other words, its objective is to find [15] : V ∑ ∑ ∈ (14) where μ i is the mean of points in S i .
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We hav algorithm i 100*100px From the table 2 and the table 3 , we can clearly see that the accuracy of each area, and the recognition rate shows good result for lunar terrain recognition.
CONCLUSION
We can get some conclusions from the testing results: There is a very high recognition rate in our algorithm which recognizes the mare and highland on the 'H010' and 'SI' of lunar terrain. There is different accuracy from different block size, but larger block size will lose many details and smaller block size will improve the erroneous recognition rate. Error in recognition can be found easily in the edge between mare and highland, also in the block, some areas in the highland have the same features as areas in the mare.
In order to evaluate the result and make sure the high accuracy is not an accident, so we had calculated the Cohen's kappa coefficient [18] for each condition. Finally, we get the average Cohen's kappa coefficient for 'H010' and 'SI' respectively. The value for 'H010' area is 0.813 and 'SI' area is 0.9489. Both of them are not only higher than the value given by other previous algorithms [16] that is 0.78 with the best conditions in the same area or some similar surface, but also better than the result given by Jiang [10] which is 0.802. And the average whole recognition rate of 'H010' is 91.4325% and 'SI' is 97.4575%. They are also better than the latest result given by Wang [17] which is 85.7%.
However, there are still some problems, which need to be solved, like how to maintain the recognition rate in the case of lifting the details. We will continue work on them and will try to improve the algorithm further in the future.
